ENQUIRY QUOTATION FOR REM 2015

Details:

1. Number of copies: 900
3. Cost to be quoted for White Colour Gloss Art Paper.
4. Size: Finished size should be Demi Quarto Size (28 cm x 22 cm)
5. Multi colour pages: 86 (Cost to be quoted for every additional two pages)
6. Double colour pages: 438 (Cost to be quoted for every additional two pages)
7. Wrapper: 3 lbs imported straw boards with multi coloured photographs.
   Cost to be quoted for matt finish with required area especially spot laminated using special dyes and positives.
8. Type of binding: Section stitched and perfectly bound.
9. Tag to be attached to each copy.

Additional estimates: Cost estimates are invited for the following and upon decision by the Committee, the order may be placed.

1. Details of all other possible finishes for the wrapper and cost estimates for the same.
2. Engraving on wrapper for the name of the book.

Note: Samples of the above mentioned points 1 and 2 are required to be sent along with the quotation.

Machine samples of the page designs could be sent for approval along with the quotations.

REM’13 and REM’14 copies are available at the Training and Placement Department as sample for prospective printers.

Completely printed and bound REM books should be delivered within 2 weeks from the date of placement of order.

100% payment shall be made on completion of delivery.

Last date of submission of quotations: 3:00 pm on 27.03.2015

Address for submission of quotation: Registrar, NIT, Trichy - 15 Superscribed "REM 15 & MEM '15 - Kind Attn: T&P

HOD/T&P
ENQUIRY QUOTATION FOR MEM’2015

Details:

1. Number of copies: 700
3. Cost to be quoted for White Colour Gloss Art Paper.
4. Size: Finished size should be Demi Quarto Size (28 cm x 22 cm)
5. Multi colour pages: 83 (Cost to be quoted for every additional two pages)
6. Double colour pages: 338 (Cost to be quoted for every additional two pages)
7. Wrapper: 3 lbs imported straw boards with multi coloured photographs.
   Cost to be quoted for matt finish with required area especially spot laminated using special dyes and positives.
8. Type of binding: Section stitched and perfectly bound.
9. Tag to be attached to each copy.

Additional estimates: Cost estimates are invited for the following and upon decision by the Committee, the order may be placed.

1. Details of all other possible finishes for the wrapper and cost estimates for the same.
2. Engraving on wrapper for the name of the book.

Note: Samples of the above mentioned points 1 and 2 are required to be sent along with the quotation.

Machine samples of the page designs could be sent for approval along with the quotations.

PG MEM’13 and MEM’14 copies are available at the Training and Placement Department as sample for prospective printers.

Completely printed and bound MEM books should be delivered within 2 weeks from the date of placement of order.

100% payment shall be made on completion of delivery.

Last date of submission of quotations: 3:00 pm on 27.03.2015.

Address for submission of quotation: Registrar, NIT, Trichy-620015, Superscribed "REM'15 & MEM'15 - Kind Attn: T&P

HOD/T&P